
The Pumpkin Court 
An adventure for characters around level 3 

By Idahoanon, for /5eg/ 

Overview 
The Pumpkin Court is divided into two parts. The first          
part involves travelling to Bear Meadows and dealing        
with a troublesome young lass who was kidnapped        
and made into a Champion for a nearby fey queen.          
The second part involves meeting with this queen in         
order to resolve the root problems of the area. 
 
These events are designed to give players some        
choice in how they go about solving their problems.         
Combat-oriented characters can strong-arm the     
Champion and the Queen in order to resolve the         
issue, and the final battle with the hag will hopefully          
serve as a satisfying test of mettle. Similarly, the         
ability to talk down opponents could serve the        
characters well. With a silver tongue and a little guile,          
all combat should be avoidable. 
 
The adventure also provides ample RP opportunities       
in the form of friendly villagers, tricky fey and a surly,           
lonely hag. If the adventurers are able to resolve all of           
the issues in The Pumpkin Court, the hamlet of Bear          
Meadows could serve as a base of operations in the          
area. 

Adventure Background 
Autumn has just begun to settle in across the realm.          
Things are not well in the small farming hamlet of          
Bear Meadows, however. The inhabitants of this quiet        
settlement are unable to enjoy themselves as the        
local Pixies run amok in the fields, residents find         
themselves plagued with strange hallucinations, and      
a young boy was kidnapped only to return decidedly         
changed. 
 
Desperate to find some relief, the mayor has sent his          
son to the nearest city in order to recruit a band of            
sellswords or heavily-armed do-gooders for help. 

Adventure Hooks 

Roleplaying the Pleading Villager 
Matthew Hams is the son of Bare Meadow’s mayor.         
He is 16 years of age, and a sturdy young lad who            
has tended to the animals of his family ranch for          
years. He is friendly and genuine, though nervous        
as he tries to solicit aid from adventurers. He might          
appear downtrodden from having his request      
declined repeatedly. 

 

The inn is loud when your party enters. Full of          
patrons and good cheer. Before you have a chance         
to settle in, a young half-elf approaches, his simple         
clothing betraying him as a local. Trying to smile         
but failing, he introduces himself, “I beg your        
pardon, but I was hoping you might be able to help           
me.” 

 
Matthew has been given 100 gp to hire a party and           
has the promise of a small magical heirloom if the          
adventurers are able to solve his village’s problem.        
The heirloom is an unusually-shaped Lantern of       
Revealing that has been kept by the Mayor as an          
oddity. 
 
He will explain the situation as best he can; local          
pixies, usually friendly, have begun to steal pumpkins.        
Villagers constantly complain of seeing other people -        
sometimes even themselves - coming to and from the         
nearby forest or appearing in two places at once.         
Finally, the mayor convinced that something must be        
done when the local daughter of the village tailor was          
kidnapped, only to return 3 days later decked in         
strange armor, demanding that the mayor deliver a        
ransom of harvest food in exchange for the safety of          
the town. 
 
If the DM wishes, rumors of these strange going-ons         
could also reach the players without the aid of         
Matthew Hams, and exaggerated stories about the       
rewards are sure to be murmured at local taverns. 



Part 1: Confront the Champion 

Arrival in Bear Meadows 
Following either their local guide or rumors of trouble,         
the adventurers should have no problem locating the        
small farming village. It is situated at the edge of an           
ancient evergreen forest, nestled amongst fertile      
fields and lush meadows. 
 
The locals will be glad to see any sort of outside help,            
and will be exceptionally friendly to all but the most          
vile of adventurers. Free lodging, discounted food       
and drink and offers to stay for the upcoming         
Pumpkin Festival should be given freely, even if the         
adventurers repeatedly decline. 
 
From this point onwards, invisible pixies and the hag         
are watching the players closely. 
 

It does not take much effort to find the mayor of the            
village. A large house serves as the ‘inn’ for this          
village. What was once a dining and living area has          
been converted into a quaint tavern. A portly man         
sits at one of the tables, and eagerly beckons you          
over. Mugs of the local pumpkin ale are served free          
of charge as the discussion turns towards the task         
at hand. 

 

Roleplaying Mayor Hams 
Mayor Bartholomew Hams is a large, round human        
man with ruddy cheeks and a mop of greying hair          
atop his head. He is in his late 40’s. Friendly to the            
adventurers, he seeks the best outcome for the        
residents of his town, and wishes no real harm on          
the local pixies despite the trouble and panic they         
have caused. 

 
The situation is precisely how it has been described         
in the Adventure Hooks section; what’s more, Caitlyn        
Mossfoot, daughter to the tailor and Champion of the         
local fey, is due to arrive at dusk. Mayor Hams will           
request that the adventurers parlay with her, and        
seek some way to remedy the strange situation. She         

is demanding that in two day’s time, the village must          
hand over two-dozen of its largest pumpkins, a full         
barrel of chestnuts and ten ingots of pig iron.  
 
Hams is reluctant to do so, as Champion Mossfoot         
refuses to explain why the fey folk require these         
items. While the village could survive without these        
items, the mayor does not wish to give in to such           
demands, less the fey begin kidnapping more       
children and demanding further tribute.  
 
If possible, he would like the players to find a way to            
free Caitlyn from the fey - he is convinced that she is            
being controlled - and uncover what has caused the         
once-peaceful pixies to take such drastic measures. 
 

● If asked about such a possibility, Mayor Hams        
will reluctantly give the adventurers     
permission to promise the fey folk the goods        
they desire, under the condition that they must        
still free Caitlyn and investigate the fey. 

● If the adventurers express even the slightest       
concern about staying in Bear Meadows,      
Bartholomew is quick to offer free lodging. He        
will cover the cost of two free rooms and fund          
a large breakfast feast for the party. 

● Answers to any questions about the local fey        
should be hesitant and unsure. Prior to now,        
they have rarely ever interacted with the       
village. The most he can recall is residents        
hearing laughter from the forest or flickering       
lights atop the trees during the solstices. 

A Champion Arrives 

Caitlyn’s Background 

The tailor’s daughter has always been friendly with        
the local fey. She has known many of them since          
childhood, but when the green hag’s meddling       
angered the fey folk, she found herself swept up in          
the troubles. Now, she wishes to resolve the conflict         
and return home to the people who love her; her          
parents and her sheepdog Sir Fluffs. 
 
When she was kidnapped and brought to the        
Pumpkin Court, she was tricked into promising her        
help ridding the fey of their foe, the hag. Now, she           



cannot return home until that task is accomplished,        
and must undertake any tasks that Queen Sorcha        
asks of her in the meanwhile. 
 

“Adventurers! Come out and face me!” A shrill        
voice splits the air, young and possessing the        
faintest hint of a lisp. It does not take long to find            
the source; a young girl, barely in her teens         
wielding a shortsword made of honed walnut wood        
and adorned with deadly thorns. She wears a cloak         
composed of orange and yellow leaves, constantly       
shifting in the slightest breeze. 

 
Caitlyn Mossfoot awaits the party outside of town in a          
cleared portion of a pumpkin field. She has been         
informed of their presence by her invisible fey scouts,         
and is distrustful of their intentions. Despite her young         
age and small stature, she radiates confidence.  
 
The Fey Queen of the Pumpkincourt, Sorcha, has        
granted Caitlyn 4 powerful magic items. All of these         
items will turn into rotten pumpkins in the hands of          
any who are not Champions of Queen Sorcha. 
 

Nastybane. A Shortsword +1 that has      
advantage to hit any creatures with an Evil alignment. 

Autumn-cover Cloak. A cloak that grants a +3        
bonus to AC and saving throws while worn. When the          
wearer is struck with a fatal blow, they are instead          
reduced to 1 hitpoint and carried away in a whirlwind          
of leaves to a safe location. Once they arrive, the          
cloak disintegrates and they are healed to their hit         
point maximum. 

Truth-Teller’s Pebble. A small rock that must       
be carried in a pocket. It allows the holder to detect           
any lies spoken in a pumpkin patch. 

Shifting Feather. This is a small feather       
attached to a string that dangles like a bracelet from          
the wrist. It allows the user to shapeshift. See A          
Pumpkin-Patch Duel  for more information. 

 
  

 
 

Roleplaying Caitlyn 
Confident, yet nervous. 14-year old Caitlyn is       
worried about both the village (mostly her family)        
and the fey folk who she considers her friends. She          
does not like that she has been forced into         
becoming a Champion for Queen Sorcha, but sees        
no way out of it. She is distrustful of any          
adventurers, and would rather trust in her       
sword-arm and magical items to defeat the hag. 

 
The conversation between Caitlyn and the      
adventurers is likely to be tense. When they arrive at          
the pumpkin patch to parlay, Ms. Mossfoot will        
demand they depart immediately and cease meddling       
in affairs not their own. When the conversation starts,         
half a dozen pixies will appear, alighting on Caitlyn’s         
shoulders and fluttering near her. They will whisper        
suggestions in her ear, giving her advantage on any         
Charisma checks and saving throws on any       
mind-altering magical effects. 
 

● If the adventurer’s press Caitlyn for      
information on the terms of her Championship,       
she will let slip that she is bound to serve          
Queen Sorcha until she completes her quest,       
or until she is bested in combat.  

● If the players offer to aid Caitlyn in her quest          
to defeat the hag, she will first determine if         
they are trustworthy. During the parlay in the        
field, her Truth-Teller’s Pebble will allow her       
to know whether or not the group is lying. If          
they are, she will decline. If they speak the         
truth, she might strike a deal. One of the terms          
would require the party to visit Queen Sorcha.  

● Caitlyn will not give the party much       
information, though small clues might sneak      
through in her speech. The fey are girding for         
battle, the village is in danger and she fears         
someone might be listening in on the       
conversation. 

 
 
The adventurer’s decisions from this point onwards       
determine how things will unfold. If the party        
thoroughly investigates the situation, the two choices       



in freeing Caitlyn should be presented to them plainly;         
Caitlyn can be defeated in combat, or aided in her          
quest. If the party discovers only one of these facts or           
fails to uncover either clue, the DM should decide         
whether to let them stumble forward blindly, or be         
visited by a nervous fey who explains the situation to          
them more readily, in hopes that they might help         
Caitlyn. 
 
In the event that the party decides to free Caitlyn of           
her duties by vanquishing her in combat, proceed to         
A Pumpkin-Patch Duel . If they agree to speak with         
Sorcha, proceed to Part 2: Confront the Queen . 
 

A Pumpkin-Patch Duel 
Use the knight statistics as the base for Caitlyn. Her          
Shifting Feather will allow her to take on additional         
forms for the fight, and the adventurers should be         
forced to vanquish all of them in combat.  
In addition, the pixies have selected this patch for         
another reason - their magic is greatly amplified here,         
and they will attempt to wreak havoc during the duel. 
 
The following rules apply while Caitlyn is transformed: 

- Her statistics are replaced by the statistics of        
the beast, but she retains her Intelligence,       
Wisdom and Charisma scores. She retains all       
of her original skill and saving throw       
proficiencies, as well as gains those of the        
beast. 

- When Caitlyn transforms, she assumes the      
beast’s Hit Dice and hit points. When she        
reverts to her normal form, she returns to the         
number of hit points she had when she        
transformed, and excess damage does not      
carry over. 

- When Caitlyn is reduced to 0 hit points while         
transformed, she may choose whether to      
return to her original form, or to one of her          
other forms that has yet to be reduced to 0 hit           
points. 

- Her equipment merges with her into her new        
form when she transforms.  

 
The following forms are available to Caitlyn. When        
combat starts she should immediately transform. 

 
- Base form: Use Knight statistics without any       

equipment except the magical items already      
mentioned. 

- Giant Elk. 
- Winter Wolf. 
- Giant Constrictor Snake. 

 

Pixie Intervention 

During the fight, the pixies will not stand entirely idle.          
In order to cause mischief they will perform an actions          
from the following table at Initiative Count 20. Each         
character shoulder make a DC 15 Charisma saving        
throw to resist the effects of the playful pixie magic. 
 

1d4 - Effect 

Each character who fails their saving throw swaps        
location with a random pumpkin in the field that is          
no more than 30ft from their original location. 

Each character who fails their saving throw suffers        
the levitation spell and is suspended 5ft in the air.          
They can move at half their swimming speed        
through the air. This effect lasts until the end of          
every character’s next turn. 

Each character who fails their saving throw is        
targeted by a gust of wind spell which attempts to          
randomly push them either away from or towards        
Caitlyn. This effect lasts until the next Pixie        
Intervention. 

Each character who fails their saving throw is hit by          
a vicious mockery spell cast at 1st level as the          
pixies insult them.  

 
Should the adventuring party defeat Caitlyn in       
combat, her cloak will ensure that she is returned         
home safely, and the village will know that the         
adventurers have saved one of their number. The fey         
Queen Sorcha will be incensed about this result, of         
course. She will send pixie couriers to deliver        
summons to the adventurers. Small letters made of        
leaves will demand that the party come to a small          



grove in the forest in order to make peace, having          
defeated one of the fey Champions in battle. 
 
If the party agrees to aid Caitlyn in her quest, she will            
lead them to the grove as well. 
 
And finally, if by some happenstance the party        
discovers the hag and sets out to confront her directly          
whilst ignoring Caitlyn and the Fey, skip ahead to A          
Lonely and Wicked Hag. 

Part 2: Confront the Queen 

Queen Sorcha’s Court 

Within the Pumpkin 
After parlaying with Caitlyn, whether the party defeats        
her and accepts the fey’s summons or agrees to         
follow Ms. Mossfoot to Sorcha’s domain, they are led         
to a quiet circle of mushrooms at the outskirts of the           
nearby forest. Once the adventurers are standing       
within the ring, the fey folk transport them to the          
Pumpkin Court. 
 

The air grows thick and your vision fades for a brief           
moment. When it returns, trees tower far above        
you, and a pumpkin the size of a grand castle sits           
before you, windows and doors carved into it at         
various levels, wooden balconies and lamps jutting       
out from the plump orange surface. You have been         
enchanted and shrunken down to meet with the        
Fey Court of this region face-to-face, and a small         
group of guards wait to escort you inside the         
pumpkin to meet with their Queen. 

 
 
The party should be subject to a teleportation spell,         
after which they find themselves in a new land.         
Shrunken down to a sixth of their original size, the          
adventurers are escorted to meet with Queen Sorcha        
inside an enchanted pumpkin that serves as her        
castle. Located somewhere deep within the forest,       
this great pumpkin is the bastion of the local fey          
community. 

 
It should be a whimsical and entertaining journey, for         
the fey creatures here are decked in bright oranges         
and dark blacks, with mushroom caps and leaf        
dresses. 

The Seat of Power 
 

“All rise for the guests! And Queen Sorcha! Now sit,          
sit sit sit!” A pixie wearing a pair of triangular          
glasses directs the occasion. At least, he attempts        
to. Laughter and giggling echoes nonstop inside       
the regal court, and the attendees only seem to be          
taking it half-seriously. Including the Queen herself,       
who sprawls lazily atop her pumpkin throne tapping        
her head impatiently as she waits. 

 

Roleplaying Queen Sorcha 
A little regal and a little childish, Queen Sorcha is          
first and foremost a vain creature. She dresses in         
odd fashions and carries herself with the utmost        
dignity, although her attempts at appearing aloof       
often result in nothing more than annoyed sulking        
fits. She enjoys making outrageous demands, and if        
offered anything at all will attempt to gain more. In          
typical fey manners, she will trick the adventurers if         
at all possible to promising their service. 

 
The Pumpkin Court has two problems that need        
solving. First, they are running out of pumpkins. In         
previous times, when Mayor Hams’ great grandfather       
was but a young lad, the villagers of Bear Meadows          
would set aside a few pumpkins every year as tribute          
for the fey court to ensure their lasting friendship. This          
tradition has since fallen out of practice, and the fey          
folk are in dire need of new pumpkins to serve as           
houses for their villages. They require a dozen        
pumpkins to rectify the situation, but fey decorum        
requires that they avoid asking the villagers at all         
cost. They would prefer to force a Champion to         
demand pumpkins instead, and planned on using       
Caitlyn for such a task.  
 
The second problem is that a hag named Priscilla         
Blacktongue has begun stirring up trouble as well.        



She is lonely, and wants to become human in order to           
find ‘true love.’ In order to achieve this, she has          
kidnapped two pixies and is holding them ransom        
until Queen Sorcha agrees to aid her in a dark ritual           
to turn Priscilla into a human. Sorcha will not explain          
the ritual, but insists that it is an unreasonable         
demand and she will not even consider agreeing to it.          
In order to combat the hag and rescue her people,          
Sorcha is also having Caitlyn demand iron so that the          
pixies may arm themselves to assist their Champion        
in a rescue mission, and then drive the hag from the           
woods. 
 

● Depending on how the party handled Caitlyn,       
Sorcha’s disposition may change. If they      
defeated her champion in combat, the Queen       
will begrudgingly respect them but not      
tolerate any demands considering the insult      
they have already offered up. If they have        
parlayed, she will be much more amicable,       
and may offer further assistance. 

● If the adventurers stir up any trouble, they will         
be threatened by the guards. If they openly        
attack any of the pixies or cause too great a          
disturbance, the entire Court will vanish as a        
massive gust of wind sweeps everything from       
its place, leaving the adventurers stranded      
deep in the woods, still shrunken. 

● Sorcha may attempt to trick the characters       
(even just a single one of their number will do          
the trick) into aiding her in the fight against the          
hag. If any player agrees to anything at all,         
Sorcha will demand that they submit      
themselves to a geas spell. Should they then        
refuse, they will be accused of taking back        
their word, and the entire party shall be        
threatened with exile from the fey court       
without having their size changed back to       
normal. 

● Should either of these events occur, the       
shrinking spell will fade after 3 nights have        
passed. Queen Sorcha may casually inform      
the adventurers of this fact, but is not required         
to do so. 

● If the party has not defeated Caitlyn and        
refuse to assist Queen Sorcha, they will mount        
the assault against the hag in 2 day’s time.         
The result will be a large number of deaths         

amongst the pixies and the death of Caitlyn        
Mossfoot, but also the death of the hag. If the          
party has defeated Caitlyn and refuse to assist        
with the hag, the Pixies will sadly be forced to          
flee the woods and the hag will continue to         
research more dark rituals.  

● If the party wishes to convince Sorcha to lend         
them assistance, she will do so for any        
creature that willingly submits to a geas spell        
with the following command: “You must slay       
or drive the hag Priscilla Blacktongue from this        
forest.” Sorcha’s aid may include any of the        
following, at the DM’s discretion: 4 healing       
potions , a weapon +1 (versus evil), a cloak of         
protection  or a periapt of wound closure.  

 
If the party agrees to deal with the hag in any sort of             
manner, whether by agreeing to aid Queen Sorcha        
(and being geas’d ) or by stating their intention to deal          
with the hag personally, they will be informed of her          
location. When the court meeting has ended, Sorcha        
will teleport the players to the outskirts of the hag’s          
hut and return them to their full size. 

A Lonely and Wicked Hag  
Priscilla Blacktongue, for all her faults, is a sad         
creature. Her two sisters were slain by adventurers        
many years ago, and she alone has survived. A         
normal hag would simply reform the coven, but        
Priscilla has other plans. No longer seeking to corrupt         
mortals or destroy innocence, the hag seeks an        
individual to spend the rest of her pitiable life with. 
 
In her desperation, the hag has used her magical         
abilities to sneak into Bear Meadows and disguise        
herself as a human, skulking about with a borrowed         
appearance and mimicking their voice in order to        
escape detection. She has decided that she wishes to         
become outwardly human, and for that she is holding         
two pixies hostage until she can convince Queen        
Sorcha to aid her. 
 
Her earliest attempts at finding friendship, it should        
be noted, resulted in the creation of a pitiable         
creature. The scarecrow in her garden is sentient,        
though it is a poor companion despite the hag’s         



attempts to empower it. It can mimic speech - poorly -           
and is dimly aware of social etiquette.  
 

There is no light that can reach this place. The          
trees overhead grow too thick and tall, and the         
ground is covered in black moss. A stream passes         
through here, choked with rancid weeds and       
thorn-bushes. A hut lies nestled in the darkness,        
small and decrepit. No self-respecting creature      
would ever live in that crumbling shack, but the dim          
flicker of a candle and the smell of something         
burning over a fire indicates that something resides        
here. A ‘garden’ can be spotted here as well, a few           
rotting plants slumped over, guarded by a strange        
scarecrow with ragged clothing. 

 
If the party wishes to slay the hag, they should be           
permitted to do so. If they have shown admirable         
restraint, the hag may also be sitting outside her hut          
trying and failing to tend to a miserable little garden. 
 

Roleplaying Priscilla Blacktongue 
A green hag, Priscilla is a cursed creature. She is          
decidedly foul and angry, but shows some signs of         
repentance for her past life. A fateful run-in with a          
previous adventuring party left her reconsidering a       
life of evil, though she may still lapse into old ways.           
She is a surly old woman either way, and does not           
suffer fools. 

 
If the party approaches with weapons drawn, the hag         
may attempt to talk the situation down. If they ambush          
or attack her outright, she will fight back with unholy          
fury. Priscilla Blacktongue is a green hag , and the         
scarecrow that watches over her garden will rise to         
fight for her cause should a battle ensue.  
 

● If the party has agreed to aid Caitlyn, she will          
fight alongside them, primarily attempting to      
fend off the scarecrow, which her magical       
weapon allows her to deal with adequately.  

● If the party attempts to talk Priscilla out of the          
hostage situation, she will agree only when       
two terms are met. First, she demands a        
companion. Even a cat is fine - something        
sentient to keep her company during the cold        

nights. Second, she wants safe passage to       
and from Bear Meadows in order to trade        
goods and speak with people there. The       
villagers may be hesitant at first, but will        
accept her if the party vouches for her. A         
successful DC 15 persuasion check will      
convince her to relax one of these demands. 

Treasure 
Inside of the hag’s hut is 300 sp in loose coins, 3            
potions of healing and a set of four strange bronze          
statues worth 100 gp each due to their fine         
craftsmanship. In addition, there is a satchel of rare         
herbs and oils that might be of use to an alchemist as            
well as a few talismans that radiate dark        
enchantments. 

Conclusion 
The immediate problems of Bear Meadows, the fey        
folk and the hag have been resolved, one way or          
another. Things will continue to function as they        
always have, though there are certain to be some         
changes as the adventurers depart. Still, there are        
some things that need to be resolved after the hag          
has been dealt with. 
 
The harvest festival approaches, and if the party        
assisted the fey folk, they will likely join in as well.  
 
Unless the fey have been forced to leave, Queen         
Sorcha will eventually find quests that need to be         
assigned to new Champions. Caitlyn is safe, but the         
party may receive a new set of summons. 
 
If she was not slain, the hag may have a few requests            
of her own, and strange letters delivered by        
sickly-looking ravens may show up in the       
adventurer’s future. 

Experience 
Total up all combat experience earned for defeated        
foes, and divide by the number of characters present         
in the combat. For non-combat experience, the       
rewards listed are per character. Give all characters in         



the party non-combat experience awards unless      
otherwise noted. 

Combat Awards 
Name of Foe XP per Foe 
Caitlyn Mossfoot (human form) 700 
Caitlyn Mossfoot (beast forms) 1600 
Green Hag 700 
 

Non-Combat Awards 
Task or Accomplishment XP per Character 
Aiding Caitlyn in her quest 200 
Accepting a geas  from Sorcha 150 
Getting pumpkins for the fey 100 
Rescuing the two captive fey 100 
Aiding the hag 200 


